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I played the game after the release (without success, really) and decided to try again now. That was a mistake. I've watched dev
's "how-to-play" vids, I've choosen the lowest difficulty, but still I don't know how to bit the first wave. Now it has the tutorial,
but it doesn't help much. It teaches you how to move/shoot and hangs just after that. So, dear player, no tutorial for you today.
And you know what, all your weapons just suck. You can't blow up your enemies using the weapons, oh no. You should play
strange puzzle game coloring your emenies in right colors just to have any chance to kill a single one. But your enemies have
good old weapons which spread bullets all around the screen, so you will literely have no change to dodge them. I don't
understand why the devs decided to make the game unbelivebly difficult. Is it so hard to add some newbie friendly mechanics
which helps to get into the game? I don't think so. It seems the game is consciously designed as a torture, just to make sure that
you will never ever run it again.. I played the game after the release (without success, really) and decided to try again now. That
was a mistake. I've watched dev 's "how-to-play" vids, I've choosen the lowest difficulty, but still I don't know how to bit the
first wave. Now it has the tutorial, but it doesn't help much. It teaches you how to move/shoot and hangs just after that. So, dear
player, no tutorial for you today. And you know what, all your weapons just suck. You can't blow up your enemies using the
weapons, oh no. You should play strange puzzle game coloring your emenies in right colors just to have any chance to kill a
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single one. But your enemies have good old weapons which spread bullets all around the screen, so you will literely have no
change to dodge them. I don't understand why the devs decided to make the game unbelivebly difficult. Is it so hard to add some
newbie friendly mechanics which helps to get into the game? I don't think so. It seems the game is consciously designed as a
torture, just to make sure that you will never ever run it again.. I played the game after the release (without success, really) and
decided to try again now. That was a mistake. I've watched dev 's "how-to-play" vids, I've choosen the lowest difficulty, but still
I don't know how to bit the first wave. Now it has the tutorial, but it doesn't help much. It teaches you how to move/shoot and
hangs just after that. So, dear player, no tutorial for you today. And you know what, all your weapons just suck. You can't blow
up your enemies using the weapons, oh no. You should play strange puzzle game coloring your emenies in right colors just to
have any chance to kill a single one. But your enemies have good old weapons which spread bullets all around the screen, so you
will literely have no change to dodge them. I don't understand why the devs decided to make the game unbelivebly difficult. Is it
so hard to add some newbie friendly mechanics which helps to get into the game? I don't think so. It seems the game is
consciously designed as a torture, just to make sure that you will never ever run it again.

First steps as a publisher. : We are proud to introduce you to the first title of the Life is Feudal franchise , which is being
developed by a team of fellow indie developers who call themselves Mindillusion ! We hope you will like the original mixture
of innovative features and the Life is Feudal flavor in a city building simulator! Looking forward to your support! Check Life is
Feudal: Forest Village on Steam Greenlight . P.S. We expect a LiF:YO patch next week or the following week. P.P.S. Beta
wave#0 is in progress at full speed. We expect that it wil llast for a couple of weeks more before we will start beta wave#1..
Achievements and release branch update (1.1.1.11) : Hey everyone, After 1+ month of testing all our features in the Steam beta
branch, were finally releasing it to the main branch! This means that everyone can enjoy the content of our previous patches.
Those who are using beta branch in Steam are encouraged to move back to the release branch. We have also updated Steam
achievements to match the new skill tree. Patch notes (ver. 1.1.1.11):. Easter is coming! (1.3.0.8) : Hey everyone, Spring is in
the air and some of the animals in the Life is Feudal world seem to have ingested something bright and rather, well, psychedelic
since they are laying unusually colorful eggs And dont get us started on the reports from a number of villages that fluffy little
bunnies are also producing equally patterned and rainbow-esque Easter eggs! Can we get a collective, aww?! Send in your Easter
screenshots or tag us using #FeudalEaster Patch notes (ver. 1.3.0.8):. Development Information Update : Hello everyone! The
team has been busy preparing the next patch and you are busy waiting for it while playing LiF :)), wed like to take a couple of
minutes to answer a few of most common questions. Q: Will there be any roadmap for 2016, many players are waiting for it? A:
We're waiting for it too :) Seriously, so far we're consumed by MMO tests preparation, bug fixes and optimization along with
better implementation of weather/seasons effects and animals pulling carts. We may be able to draft some kind of detailed
roadmap after we will receive first data from MMO tests, so we can plan how many of us will be dedicated to bug fixes and how
many will have time to implement features. Q: You have implemented one of the two most voted features: weather/season
effects. When will the second one: Animal pulling carts be available? A: We're working on it, hopefully it will be implemented
before MMO beta tests (March 2016) Q: Will there be any changes in the skill tree system? A: Yes, we have some plans to
make shorter skill lines and make them more logical, while preserving combat and crafting diversity balance. Q: When will
furniture become usable? A: Hopefully this one will be another implemented user voted feature after we are done with seasons
and animals pulling carts - sometime in the middle of this year. Q: Are you going to improve ingame VOIP quality? A:
Currently we're using Steam library and infrastructure for VOIP features and can not do anything with this, unfortunately. For
the MMO we plan to implement our own solution, that will be of a better quality, hopefully. Q: Will Sawmills be functional in
LiF:YO or it is only MMORPG functionality? A: Sawmills will be working in LiF:YO. They will be overhauled to be wind
driven and will be presented later this year. Q: Are you working on performance optimizations for LiF? A: Always. Constantly.
Without rest. Q: When we may expect Life is feudal: MMORPG to be available for testing? A: Closed beta will be starting up
this March. The original alpha testers from the first time around (approximately 700 people who donated at a certain tier), will
be invited to start the testing. Then, depending on the results of that testing, after a couple of weeks or so, the servers will be
opened up to admit the masses.. Halloween .is when the beta is released! (1.1.5.7) : The Sleepers bloody moon, burning heads on
sticks and infernal animals is a sure sign that Halloween has come to Life is Feudal! Plus , in this patch, we are finally releasing
a long tested beta branch with two systems, which have been completely rewritten from scratch: animal AI and forest growth
algorithms with new bushes. Patch notes (ver. 1.1.5.7):. Version 0.5 is UP!!! : In this patch the foes are rebranded into a Tarot-
thematic and 12 new foes are introduced, including 6 Elite (Size 2x2) ones: - The Lovers: all Lovers but one are fully immune to
incoming damage. Destroy that special one to make another one special. Love dies hard. - The Justice: doesnt attack naturally
but unleashes a strong counter-attack if you dare to hurt it. - The Temperance: is colorless which means its not being affected by
any color effects. - The Hanged Man: provides a damage doubling aura but slowly burns out to keep it up. - The Hermit: doesnt
appear on the battlefield until all other foes are slain. - The Star: pesters the player relentlessly with its wandering armor-
ignoring charges. - The Sun: Elite. Grabs the player with its blazing beam and never lets go, dealing constant damage. - The
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Empress: Elite. Periodically spawns new foes onto the battlefield. - The Emperor: Elite. Periodically changes other foes to
match his color. If all foes are of his color, you automatically lose. - The Judgment: Elite. The more you move, the more attack
it gets. - The Devil: Elite. Fully invincible. Destroy another foe to make it vulnerable for five seconds. - The World: Elite.
Periodically stops time, fully paralyzing the player in face of action. Also, some of the previously existing foes got changed a
bit: - The Strength (ex-Cyclops): now does double match-3 damage to the foes. - The Chariot (ex-Erinys): the more Chariots are
on the battlefield, the more damage they do. - The Magician (ex-Magi): prolongs all debuffs duration on the player. - The Knave
(ex-Wyrm): has 50% less Structure than normal but, when it dies, it immediately spawns another foe of a random non-elite type.
- The Moon (ex-Witch): its damage waxes and wanes depending on its screen position. - The Fool (ex-Succubus): its attacks
cause the player to unceasingly move for a second. New enemy waves have been added to accommodate for these new foes,
bringing the total number of encounters from 37 to 104. Thats about 10-15 hours of new gameplay, at the very least. All foes
have been redrawn weve heard lots of complaints that they were too similar to each other so weve made them much more
distinct this time. Also, in the future theyll get animated. One thing this patch will be lacking is the Balance. In the next one,
well be making profound changes to the games economy and mechanics so its a bit pointless to spend too much time on
adjusting the present system. To accommodate for this, Reset Wave function have been added, allowing you to change your foes
once per encounter. Whats left to be done: - The aforementioned major remake of economy etc. - Ship constructor UI redesign
as well as overall UI redesign. - Animations. - Visual Novel.. . and add some realism to your meal (0.7.5.5) : While certain
combat mechanics and user-voted features are being developed and tweaked, we continue to add new functionality and tweaks
to current systems, as well as fixing any bugs that may arise. Patch notes (ver. 0.7.5.5):. Early access to the release. Part 2
(DX11)! : The release of Life is Feudal: Your Own is getting even closer and now we are giving you the ability to take a sneak
peek at the pre-release (beta) version, before the full version is available for everyone! In order to check it out, you will need to
switch to the beta branch. Full instructions are available here [docs.google.com] . Do not forget to send us your crash reports and
feedback, as well as bugs via our bug reporter [lifeisfeudal.com] .. Modding Tool and 2- and 4-packs : We pride ourselves in
being close to our fans, so were thrilled to be announcing the launch of this fan-made alpha modding-tool created by player,
Harmen. This tool - known as Your Own Mod - allows you to create your own mod for your own server (for example, you can
edit existing object and crafting recipes, or even create new ones) - its the first step to modding-freedom in Life is Feudal, so
we made sure to support Harmen in any way possible! On top of this launch, were also introducing 2 and 4 pack purchase
options, so get your friends involved and make your guilds and clans aware! If you dont belong to a guild or clan, now is the
time to create one, because: Life is Feudal. P.S.. Hotfixes, because Big Patches need some love too :) (0.3.1.0) : We are sorry
for any inconvenience that we caused by letting a few painful bugs slip past our QA team. This hotfix patch is devoted to fixing
a number of bugs that we prioritised and have so far managed to fix in one day. . Once again we would like to say thank you for
the support and passion of our community. While we always send our patches through a tough QA process, some bugs may only
be picked up on a larger scale. Your support and feedback on our bug tracker greatly helps speed up the process of finding these
issues. Patch notes (ver. 0.3.1.0): Fixed tree logs being unable to be moved, after being chopped down Fixed issue that made
some previously made objects disappear at night even with a decay setting set to 0 Live trees and tunnels are now properly
protected by guild claims Tweaked items sacrifice logic to work in a more sensible way Only leader of the guild can destroy
objects on his/her guild claim Guild rename should work properly for all players Fixed physics bug that allowed your head to
get stuck in low ceilings if you try too hard.
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